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Abstract

In the production industry, quality control is of importance. Even though today’s tools provide a lot of functionality and safety to help the operators in their job, the operators still is responsible for the final quality of the parts. Today the nutrunners manufactured by Atlas Copco use their driver to detect the tightening angle. Therefore the operator can influence the tightening by turning the tool clockwise or counterclockwise during a tightening and quality cannot be assured that the bolt is tightened with a certain torque angle. The function of orientation tracking was desired to be evaluated for the Tensor STB angle and STB pistol tools manufactured by Atlas Copco. To be able to study the orientation of a nutrunner, practical experiments were introduced where an IMU sensor was fixed on a battery powered nutrunner. Sensor fusion in the form of a complementary filter was evaluated. The result states that the accelerometer could not be used to estimate the angular displacement of tightening due to vibration and gimbal lock and therefore a sensor fusion is not possible. The gyroscope by itself can be used to provide the angular displacement around every axis with high accuracy without taking into account the gimbal lock phenomena or external forces in the form of vibration of the tool. The gyroscope provided data with a probability to measure ±1° in future tightenings by 69,76%. The gyroscope provided data with high accuracy and stability and can be used in real world application and production for true angle functionality of the tools.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations
MEMS Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems
IMU Inertial measurement unit
EKF Extended Kalman filter
STB Battery powered nutrunner manufactured by Atlas Copco.
DPS Degrees per second.
SPI Serial Peripheral Interface

Symbols
\( \phi \) Angle around X axis. Also referred to as Roll
\( \psi \) Angle around Z axis. Also referred to as Yaw
\( \theta \) Angle around Y axis. Also referred to as Pitch
Yaw Angle around Z-axis.
Pitch Angle around Y axis.
Roll Angle around X axis.
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1 Introduction

In the manufacturing industry, quality control is of importance. Even though today’s tools provide a lot of functionality and safety to help the operators in their job, the operator still are responsible for the final quality of the parts. Atlas Copco battery powered nutrunners use different tightening programs based on the type of job to be performed. The nutrunners are equipped with an intelligent control system and software. Today the tool uses its driver to perform the final torque angle of a tightening. Therefore the operator can influence the tightening by turning the tool clockwise or counterclockwise during a tightening and quality cannot be assured that the bolt is tightened with a certain torque angle. A technique called true angle was introduced in a corded tool Tensor STR that is able to compensate the tightening angle for movement of the tool during a tightening. The function of true angle is desired to be implemented in the Tensor STB angle and STB pistol tools in the future and Atlas Copcos vision is for it to be platform independent so that it can be used in their complete series of cordless tools.

Atlas Copco is a leading manufacturer of innovative tools and assembly solutions. Their tools are used in industries of construction of airplanes, appliances, electronics or in environmental work where cutting, bending or shaping metal is required. They supply a comprehensive range of high productivity assembly tools with intelligent controllers and a sharp focus on ergonomics. Their products range from low torque MicroTorque tools providing 0.5 Ncm of torque, to high torque Tensor ST tools, offering up to 4,000 Nm.

Atlas Copco wants to implement the functionality of motion tracking with the help of MEMS gyroscope and accelerometers in their next generation of battery powered nutrunners primarily used in production industries.

1.1 Problem statement
The thesis aims to test and evaluate MEMS (micro electro-mechanical systems) based IMU (inertial measurement unit) to achieve the requirements by Atlas Copco of accuracy within ±1°, flexibility and innovation in their next generation of handheld battery powered tools to track motion and movements caused by the operator during a tightening. The thesis will explore the applicability of MEMS-based IMU’s as a navigation solution for orientation tracking of nutrunners in bolt tightening processes.

1.2 Objectives
The IMU are going to be fixed on the nutrunner and be able to detect the amount of motions caused by the operator during a tightening process. Properties to be tested and verified are:

- Accuracy
- Stability
Based on the produced data, additional software implementations will be designed and added in the form of filtering, calibration, control and adjustment to make proper use of the provided data from the IMU. The goal is to evaluate the usage of MEMS based IMU in a handheld nutrunner tool used in industry to provide relevant data depending on angular rate and motion of the tool.

1.3 Delimitations
The thesis will not be focusing on implementation of different functions depending on the data provided by the IMU. The work primarily intends to investigate the use of MEMS based gyroscope and accelerometers in handheld nutrunners for angle compensation. It will not investigate the estimation of position movement that can be done by gyroscopes and accelerometers rather just the angular displacement in a three dimensional space.
2 Background and theory

The following section will brief the reader about the nutrunner tools that Atlas Copco wants to implement true angle functionality into, three dimensional orientation theory and also basic principles of MEMS based gyroscopes and accelerometers.

The main advantage of battery tools is their superior flexibility due to the absence of cables. This, in turn, improves the efficiency of the operator. Battery assembly tools also contribute to improving safety in the workplace, since there are no air hoses or electric cables to become entangled or jammed. Tensor ETV STB and ETP STB are ergonomically designed battery powered nutrunners by Atlas Copco. The ETV STB is an angle tool with a torque range from 2 up to 150 Nm and the ETP STB is a pistol tool that operates in a torque range of 4 to 12 Nm. Both nutrunners offers flexibility advantages for the operator which, in turn, raises operator efficiency.

2.1 True angle

The definition of true angle by Atlas Copco is stated below and the principle can also be observed in figure 1 and 2.

"Eliminating operator influence, TrueAngle® uses a gyro signal to read operator movement, increasing the accuracy of your angle reading. Enabling handheld angle controlled tightenings while removing operator influence. This allows you to narrow down your angle window, and detect the most common assembly problems such as wrong or missing components and damaged threads. Avoid premature shut-offs and detect re-hits. All this will increase your quality and lower costs connected to scrapping and rework".

![Figure 1. Basic illustration of the principle of true angle of a STB tool seen from top view.](image-url)
2.2 Inertial measurement unit

Typically three orthogonal rate-gyrosopes and three orthogonal accelerometers that are measuring angular velocity and linear acceleration in a three dimensional space are contained in an IMU. In relation to a known starting point, orientation and velocity, gyroscopes and accelerometers are used to track the position and orientation of an object [1]. Functionality provided by gyroscopes have been around for 150 years where one important application has been navigation of ships. Accelerometers have been around for 90 years and used in aircrafts and dynamometers [2]. Recent advances in MEMS technology have made it possible to keep tracking of human motion and orientation of devices with the possibility to manufacture smaller and lighter sensors [1].

2.2.1 Basic principle of accelerometer

For simplicity, MEMS accelerometer in one dimension can basically be seen as a process operating of Newton’s second law where a mass is attached to a spring within a reference frame, see figure 3.

\[ F = k \cdot x = m \cdot \dot{x} \]  

(1)
There are two main principles of MEMS accelerometers where one is to measure the displacement of the mass and the other one measures the change in frequency of a vibrating element (mass) caused by change of tension. The accelerometer measures linear acceleration and by integrate the signal twice we can obtain the position.

2.2.2 Basic principle of gyroscope

MEMS gyroscope make use of the experience called Coriolis effect, which states that in a frame of reference rotating at angular velocity $\omega$, a mass $m$ moving with velocity $u$ experience a force:

$$ F_c = -2 \times m(\omega \times u) $$

(2)

To measure the Coriolis effect, MEMS gyroscope contains vibrating masses which vibrates along a drive axis. A secondary vibration is induced along the perpendicular sense axis which displaces the mass from its original path when the gyroscope is rotated [1]. The working principles of a gyroscope where the rotation around respective axes is introduced can be observed in figure 4. The gyroscope introduces capacitance changes to detect this displacements. Based on this, the angular velocity of the IMU can be measured and by integrate the signal we can obtain orientation.
2.3 Attribute of IMU's

Today IMU's often includes both three-axis gyroscopes and three-axis accelerometers which provides the angular velocities $\omega_x$, $\omega_y$ and $\omega_z$ (gyroscope) and the linear accelerations $a_x$, $a_y$ and $a_z$ (accelerometer). To calculate the attitude angles (rotations around the axis) of the IMU, the measured angular velocities and linear accelerations are utilized. The angle around Z-axis cannot be determined by the accelerometer since rotation along that axis will not cause any changes in relation to gravity [3].

There are essentially two representations of orientation tracking that are widely used in motion tracking [4].

1. Euler angles
2. Quaternions

2.3.1 Euler angles to determine rotation

Euler angles are relatively easy to understand but it has singularity problem when the yaw angle is $90^\circ$, called gimbal lock and requires knowledge about rotation sequences [5]. Describing the theory about Euler angles and gimbal lock is out of scope in this thesis but will just brief the reader about methods for rotation tracking around respective axis.
The rotation matrices of respective axis can be carried out for moving from the inertial frame to the body frame:

Angle around X-axis, also referred to as Roll ($\phi$) is measured by the accelerometer and given by the rotation matrix:

$$\text{Rx}(\phi) = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \cos\phi & -\sin\phi \\ 0 & \sin\phi & \cos\phi \end{bmatrix}$$

(3)

where

$$\phi = \arctan\left(\frac{-a_x}{a_z}\right)$$

(4)

Angle around Y-axis, also referred to as Pitch ($\theta$) is measured by the accelerometer and given by the rotation matrix:

$$\text{Ry}(\theta) = \begin{bmatrix} \cos\theta & 0 & \sin\theta \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ -\sin\theta & 0 & \cos\theta \end{bmatrix}$$

(5)

where

$$\theta = \arctan\left(\frac{-a_y}{\sqrt{a_x^2 + a_z^2}}\right)$$

(6)

Angle around Z-axis, also referred to as Yaw ($\psi$) is measured by the gyroscope and given by the rotation matrix:

$$\text{Rz}(\psi) = \begin{bmatrix} \cos\psi & -\sin\psi & 0 \\ \sin\psi & \cos\psi & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}$$

(7)

$$\psi = -\arctan\left(\frac{\omega_z}{\omega_y}\right)$$

(8)
As can be observed in equation 6, the denominator of the pitch is defined to always be positive, so the equation itself only provides [-90, 90] range, which is exactly what is expected for the pitch angle. In contrast, the roll equation provides [-180, 180] range. It is important to take into account that when the pitch angle is 90º, the rotation around the X-axis (roll) is directly aligned with the gravity vector, thus cannot be measured anymore. This is what is called Gimbal lock.

2.3.2 Quaternions
Quaternions provide a measurement technique that does not suffer from gimbal lock but are more complex than Euler angles [4]. A quaternion is a four-element vector and describes a hyper-sphere that is composed of one real element and three complex elements \([q_0 \ i q_1 \ j q_2 \ k q_3]\). A rotation matrix can be represented as a quaternion.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
q_0^2 + q_1^2 - q_2^2 - q_3^2 \\
2(q_1 q_2 + q_0 q_3) \\
2(q_1 q_3 - q_0 q_2)
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
c_1 & c_4 & c_7 \\
c_2 & c_5 & c_8 \\
c_3 & c_6 & c_9
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(9)

Where \(q_0, q_1, q_2\) and \(q_3\) are the quaternion components that satisfy:

\[q_0^2 + q_1^2 + q_2^2 + q_3^2 = 1\]

(11)

From the angular velocity measurements the quaternion components are computed using following equation:

\[
\dot{\mathbf{q}} = \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{Q} \times \omega
\]

(12)

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{q}_0 \\
\dot{q}_1 \\
\dot{q}_2 \\
\dot{q}_3
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{2}
\begin{bmatrix}
q_0 & -q_1 & -q_2 & -q_3 \\
q_1 & q_0 & -q_3 & q_2 \\
q_2 & q_3 & q_0 & -q_1 \\
q_3 & -q_2 & q_1 & q_0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
\omega_x \\
\omega_y \\
\omega_z
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(13)

\[
\psi = \text{Atan2}(2q_1q_2 - 2q_0q_3, 2q_0^2 + 2q_1^2 - 1)
\]

(14)

\[
\theta = -\sin^{-1}(2q_1q_3 + 2q_0q_2)
\]

(15)

\[
\phi = \text{Atan2}(2q_2q_3 - 2q_0q_1, 2q_0^2 + q_3^2 - 1)
\]

(16)

Notice the Atan2 function is the implementation used in software to be able to calculate the arctangent of all four quadrants.
2.4 Error characteristics in MEMS gyroscope and accelerometers

Both gyroscope and accelerometers suffer from the same error characteristics but the difference is the significance of the errors due to the integration part of the signals [1][3][6][7].

2.4.1 Constant bias
When the gyroscope is not undergoing any rotation it outputs an average constant bias $\epsilon$ which causes an angular error:

$$\theta(t) = \epsilon \cdot (t)$$

with time due to integration of the signal. The bias of the accelerometer when double integrated, causes an error in position which grows quadratically with time:

$$s(t) = \epsilon \cdot \frac{t^2}{2}$$

2.4.2 Thermo-mechanical white noise
The output of a MEMS gyroscope are interfered with thermal noise and is usually called Angle random walk which can be referred to as a sequence of uncorrelated random variables that usually are defined with units °/\sqrt{h}. The accelerometer is also interfered with thermal noise and is referred to as Velocity random walk and are usually defined in the unit m/s/\sqrt{h}.

2.4.3 Flicker noise and bias stability
The bias of a MEMS IMU drift over time due to flicker noise in the electronics. The noise is also referred to as pink noise and the bias fluctuations in gyroscopes are usually modelled as angle random walk while in accelerometers as bias random walk. Flicker noise tends to be overshadowed by white noise at high frequencies.

2.4.4 Temperature effects
Changes in the environmental temperature can cause movement in the bias of the sensor and grows linearly with time. Most IMU’s today contains internal temperature sensors to make up for the induced bias effects.

2.4.5 Calibration errors
This refers to manufacturing errors such as scale factors, alignments and linearities.

2.4.6 Summary of error characteristics
Since all these errors described above is factored in the integration steps, the position and orientation errors increases over time. For MEMS, the impact of Angle random walk or bias errors due to uncompensated temperature fluctuations or initial bias estimation is usually the most critical sources of errors [1].
2.5 Sensor fusion

The fusion of MEMS sensors is necessary to achieve better performance at the system level in terms of accuracy, resolution, stability and response time. It takes advantage of different and complementary information coming from various sensors and uses a set of adaptive algorithms for prediction and filtering [8]. By combining the data provided by several sensors, a more accurate and reliable information can be collected than would be possible if the sensors were used individually. It can be compared to humans who are combining information provided by the five body senses (sight, smell, sound, taste and touch) to create a more dynamic model of the world.

For IMU’s there are essentially two methods that are widely used to apply a sensor fusion.

1. Complementary filter
2. Kalman filter

2.5.1 Complementary filter

A complementary filter is a simple and common way to fuse the gyroscope and accelerometer to obtain accurate pitch, roll and yaw attitude outputs. It is developed in such a way that the strength of one sensor will be used to overcome the weaknesses of the other sensor, which is complementary to each other and hence the name of the filter. It consists of a low-pass filter for the accelerometer and a high-pass filter for the gyroscope [9]. The filter is easier to implement and easier to understand compared to a Kalman filter that is often used for inertial navigation systems. The principles of the complementary filter can be observed in figure 5.

\[ \theta = \beta \cdot \theta_{gyro} + (1 - \beta) \cdot \theta_{acc} \]  

(19)

where \( \beta \) is the filter coefficient:

\[ \beta = \frac{\text{time constant}}{\text{time constant} + \Delta T} \]  

(20)

Where \( \Delta T \) is the sample rate of the IMU and the time constant is usually tuned based on practical experiments and analysis of the specific application. \( \theta \) is the value in terms of degrees. The time constant is usually between 2 and 6 seconds for aerospace and flight applications [16]. For the low-pass filter, the signals that are much longer than the time constant can pass the filter unaltered while the signals shorter than the time constant are filtered out. The opposite is also true for the high-pass filter.
2.5.2 Kalman filter
The theory and math behind the Kalman filter is beyond the scope of this thesis and can be explored in Welch’s and Bishop’s paper [11], but the basic idea behind the filter is that they are ideal for systems that are undergoing continuous changes. The filter is a set of mathematical equations that provides an efficient computational means to estimate the state of a process in a way that minimizes the mean squared error. It can support estimations of past, present and even future states. By taking into account the present estimated state and the information of the system constraints and dynamics, the prediction of the next state can performed the next time step. Dealing with IMU’s the process cannot be characterized as linear and therefore the Kalman filter needs to be extended [8]. In non-linear processes, the Extended Kalman filter (EKF) is therefore used.

2.5.3 Complementary filter vs Kalman filter
Previous work that has been done on the subject of Complementary filters compared to Kalman filters shows that some researcher advocates the use of Kalman filters to be able to estimate orientation and rotation with reliable accuracy due to reduction of bias drift [8], [12], [13]. While other studies states that the mathematical algorithm of Kalman Filter is too complex due to long computational time and states that the angle estimation actually can be achieved using fewer sensors and much simpler algorithms [14], [15]. In a study 2016 they concluded they could measure desired position level of $0^\circ$ to $100^\circ$, consistently without any issues due to bias drift of the sensors with the help of a complementary filter [9]. Another study concludes that the complementary filter could achieved attitude filtering performance of the same quality as a full extended Kalman filter [10]. The Complementary filter has been proven to be faster than Kalman filters and therefore the power consumption is also lower [10], [17], [18], which is an important factor for battery powered devices.
3 Methodology

True angle is based on motion of short distances during short time intervals. The data from the gyroscope on a short term is more trustable than the long term and will not impact the bias drift significantly [18]. The implementation method of sensor fusion was decided to be complementary filter. Since the effort and complexity of Kalman filters would not provide that much of improvement in performance according to the studies presented in section 2.4.3. The use of complementary filter requires the input of the gyroscope’s angular rate to be integrated. This to emerge an attitude angle before it feed into high pass filter to reduce the effect of bias drift.

True angle is based on motion, which can be directly translated into degrees. Therefore the data provided by the IMU-sensor will be converted to roll, pitch and yaw. The angular velocity and linear acceleration would not provide information that is directly applicable to true angle estimations for analyzing aspects of STB tools. Depending on the position of how and where the IMU is fixed on the tools, the orientation of the sensor will impact which axes in the local frame the orientation occurs around. The function of true angle is to detect small angle displacements caused by the operator during a tightening and compensate for that. During a tightening when the tool experiences a certain torque, it switches to another tightening program. The program switching can be used to initialize the IMU sensor at the present orientation and from there be able to detect angular displacement of ±30°. Importance is not the orientation in relation to the real world environment instead the angular displacement from an initialized position. Euler angles was the choice of implementation over quaternions since the complexity of total 3D orientation is not of interest and would provide a more complex implementation and makes maintenance work more difficult in the future. Careful observations and analysis about gimbal lock has to be made to verify the consequences.

To be able to study the orientation of a nutrunner, practical experiments were introduced where an IMU-sensor was fixed on a battery powered nutrunner. For the experiments and evaluation, a LSM6DSM MEMS sensor fabricated by STMicroelectronics were used. The raw data of the gyroscope and accelerometer needed to be converted from 16-bit data to angular velocity respective linear acceleration. This was done by integration in relation to the sample rate and the sensitivity of the sensor, which can further be explored in the datasheet in appendix A. The nutrunner tools have powerful batteries that are charged regularly and therefore the power consumption is not an important factor considering the IMU-sensor. The sample rate should be the highest possible to ensure highest accuracy. The sensor was configured with the highest sample rate of 6.66 kHz for all measurements. The β filter coefficient was set to 0.95 as a starting point, which was based on the presentation by Esfandyari, De Nuccio and Xu in their article [8].

3.1 IMU calibration

The gyroscope had a constant bias that was integrated for every time step and drifted significantly over time. The constraints of the ±3 dps for zero-rate level was used to remove the bias drift from the static analysis. The same was done to the accelerometer with constraints of ±40 mg for zero-g level to remove bias constant
errors when no external forces impacted the sensor. To remove the constant bias error when both the gyroscope and accelerometer was experience a change in linear acceleration or angular velocity, further calibration was made. 100 samples were collected for every axis and averaged to make a bias offset based on the article presented by Esfandyari, De Nuccio and Xu in [19]:

Gyroscope bias offset 
\[ (X, Y, Z) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{100} (\text{angular velocity}(X_i, Y_i, Z_i))}{100} \]  

Accelerometer bias offset 
\[ (X, Y, Z) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{100} (\text{linear acceleration}(X_i, Y_i, Z_i))}{100} \]  

The bias offset was used to calibrate the readings of angular velocity or linear acceleration as close to 0 as possible by subtracting the offset from the readings of the IMU.

Angular velocity 
\[ (X, Y, Z) \]  – Gyroscope bias offset 
\[ (X, Y, Z) \]  

Linear acceleration 
\[ (X, Y, Z) \]  – Accelerometer bias offset 
\[ (X, Y, Z) \]  

The purpose of the experiment was to achieve high accuracy estimation of the positioning angle by implementing digital complementary filter. This to be able to analyze angular displacement.

The practical experiments was categorized into two different sections:

1. Static analysis
2. Dynamic analysis

The yaw cannot be measured by the same principles as the pitch and roll, because of the non-existent gravity vector as reference. The accelerometer is not capable of measure the yaw and can therefore not be used to determine an angle, thus a sensor fusion is not possible. The gyroscope can be used to measure yaw, but not in the relation to the surrounding environment. The gyroscope will always be initialized to 0 dps independent of the orientation of the sensor. Therefore the yaw will be 0° and can only measure the angle in reference of the local frame and not according to any angle in relation of the surrounding environment. Although, a sensor fusion to measure yaw is still possible to perform with a gyroscope and a magnetometer in fusion.

The data from the IMU was sent to a computer for logging through a SPI-bus.

3.2 Static analysis
The static analysis was made to verify the precision and stability in terms of degrees (roll, pitch, yaw) from each axes of the sensor when the IMU-sensor was in a steady state position where no rotations or physical acceleration was introduced. The measurements can be observed in figures 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 in section 4.1. The measurements were made at 0° and ±30° rotation around every axis for one minute to be able to determine the accuracy and stability that covers the entire angular resolution of true angle. The accelerometer was configured with the lowest range of ±2g, which means that 16-bit resolution is defined in the range of ±2g and
has a zero-g level offset accuracy of ±40 mg. The gyroscope was configured with ±2000 dps and have a zero-rate level bias offset of ±3 dps.

These experiments were performed to verify the stability and accuracy of the IMU to be able to proceed to the dynamic experiments without performance issues.

3.3 Dynamic analysis
The dynamic analysis consisted of experiments where the IMU-sensor was fixed on the STB tools during tightenings. The setup of the experiments can be observed in figure 6 and 7. The ETV STB is an angle type of tool and the sensor was fixed in a position that it measures yaw when rotations is introduced around the tightening axis, see figure 6. The roll and pitch was not possible to measure during a tightening of the ETV STB tool. The ETP STB is a pistol type of tool and the sensor was fixed in a position that it measures roll when rotations is introduced around the tightening axis. The yaw and pitch was not possible to measure during a tightening of the ETP STB tool, see figure 7. During the dynamic experiments, the pitch was therefore never measured and could not be obtained for the dynamic analysis. The setup consisted of a mechanical fixed frame that made it possible for the tools to perform an angular displacement of 10° before it collided into the frame, see figure 7.

Figure 6. The setup of the experiment of ETV STB tool.
Figure 7. The setup of the experiment of ETP STB tool.

3.3.1 Tightening program STB angle
The tightening program that were used for the experiments of the ETV STB tool consisted of two steps. The first step was to tighten the bolt until the tool experienced a torque of 7,00 Nm and then switched to step two. Step two was based purely on angle, where the driver turns additional 90°.

3.3.2 Tightening program STB pistol
The tightening program that were used for the experiments of the ETP STB tool also consisted of two steps. The first step was to tighten the bolt until the tool experienced a torque of 6,00 Nm and then switched to step two. Step two was based purely on angle, where the driver turns additional 20°.
Design of the experiments

The gyroscope provided data as angular velocity in the form of milli degrees per second (mdps) and to be able to obtain the angular displacement, an integration has to be invoked.

$$\text{Angular displacement} = \text{Angular displacement} + \text{angular velocity} \times dt$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

Where $dt$ is the sample period of the gyroscope ($\frac{1}{6.66 \text{ kHz}}$).

The experiments of the dynamic analysis was designed to make an angular displacement of the tool by $10.00^\circ$ during a tightening and then analyze the readings of the sensor to verify the accuracy. The experiment was designed to be performed in four different configurations:

1. Accelerometer: 2g  Gyroscope: 2000 dps
2. Accelerometer: 2g  Gyroscope: 125 dps
3. Accelerometer: 16g  Gyroscope: 2000 dps
4. Accelerometer: 16g  Gyroscope: 125 dps

This was to analyze the maximum and minimum parameters of respective sensor in every combination to evaluate which configuration provide most accuracy during a tightening operation.

For the yaw experiment, only two different configurations was made, since it only uses the gyroscope:

Gyroscope: 2000 dps

Gyroscope: 125 dps

Every configuration was performed with 30 tightenings to collect significant amount of data to be able to do a statistical analysis of the accuracy of the sensor. If gimbal lock would occur when the X-axis is in line with the gravity vector, no further experiments will be performed with different configurations of the accelerometer.

A statistical analysis was perform to verify which configuration provided data with highest probability for measurement within the range of $9^\circ$ to $11^\circ$ ($\pm1^\circ$) of 30 measurements of respective configuration. According to Armin Halilovic, Associate professor of mathematics at Royal Institute of Technology in Sweden, 30 samples of every configuration should be collected to be able to perform analysis with adequate reliability.
4 Results

4.1 Result of static experiments

The results of the static analysis is presented in figure 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 where the measurements took place for one minute with 0° and ±30° to verify stability and accuracy.

![Figure 8. Static measurements of the rotation around the X-axis (roll) for one minute when no rotation was introduced. It can be observed that the gyroscope did not drift due to the scaling of zero-rate level of ±3 dps and accelerometer did not fluctuate due to the scaling of zero-g level offset accuracy of ±40 mg. The sensor fusion is stable around 0° due to no changes of acceleration or angular velocity.](image)
Figur 9. Static measurements of the rotation around the Y-axis (pitch) for one minute when no rotation was introduced. It can be observed that the gyroscope did not drift due to the scaling of zero-rate level of ±3 dps and accelerometer did not fluctuate due to the scaling of zero-g level offset accuracy of ±40 mg. The sensor fusion is stable around 0º due to no changes of acceleration or angular velocity.

Figur 10. Static measurements of the rotation around the Z-axis (yaw) for one minute when no rotation was introduced. It can be observed that the gyroscope did not drift due to the scaling of zero-rate level of ±3 dps. A sensor fusion was not necessary to perform since the accelerometer could not be used.
Figure 11. Static measurements of the rotation around the X-axis (roll) for one minute when a tilt of 30° was introduced. It can be observed that the gyroscope did not drift due to the scaling of zero-rate level of ±3 dps but the accelerometer did fluctuate due to the external forces caused by the tilt. The sensor fusion smoothens out the fluctuations caused by the accelerometer and provides a more stable roll data.

Figure 12. Static measurements of the rotation around the Y-axis (pitch) for one minute when a tilt of 30° was introduced. It can be observed that the gyroscope did not drift due to the scaling of zero-rate level of ±3 dps but the accelerometer did fluctuate due to the external forces caused by the tilt. The sensor fusion smoothens out the fluctuations caused by the accelerometer and provides a more stable pitch data.
Figure 13. Static measurements of the rotation around the Z-axis (yaw) for one minute when 30° of rotation was introduced. It can be observed that the gyroscope has smaller fluctuations due to the small constant bias error that are integrated. A sensor fusion was not necessary to perform since the accelerometer could not be used.

Figure 14. Static measurements of the rotation around the X-axis (roll) for one minute when a tilt of -30° was introduced. It can be observed that the gyroscope has small angular displacement due to external impact that occurred during measurement. The accelerometer did fluctuate due to the external forces caused by the tilt. The sensor fusion smoothens out the fluctuations caused by the accelerometer and provides a more stable roll data.
Figure 15. Static measurements of the rotation around the Y-axis (pitch) for one minute when a tilt of -30° was introduced. It can be observed that the gyroscope did not drift due to the scaling of zero-rate level of ±3 dps but the accelerometer did fluctuate due to the external forces caused by the tilt. The sensor fusion smoothens out the fluctuations caused by the accelerometer and provides a more stable pitch data.

Figure 16. Static measurements of the rotation around the Z-axis (yaw) for one minute when -30° of rotation was introduced. It can be observed that the gyroscope has smaller fluctuations due to the small constant bias error that are integrated. A sensor fusion was not necessary to perform since the accelerometer could not be used.
4.2 Results of dynamic experiments

Analysis of experiments where the IMU-sensor was fixed on a STB angle and STB pistol tool during a tightening to verify the accuracy of the accelerometer and gyroscope in their different configurations. In figure 17, a sample of a tightening with a STB angle tool where yaw was the angular displacement to obtain. In figure 18, a sample of a tightening with a STB angle tool where roll was the angular displacement to obtain. A total of 30 tightenings in every configuration was made based on the information provided in section 3.3.3.

![Tightening Yaw 10°](image)

Figure 17. Illustration of a yaw measurement during a tightening of 10° with a STB tool. A total of 30 tightenings were made.
Figure 18. Illustration of a roll measurement during a tightening of 10° with a STB pistol tool. A total of 30 tightenings were made.

All tightening with different configurations are presented in tables in appendix B.
5 Analysis and Discussion

Full source code of the implementation of the IMU can be examined in appendix C.

5.1 Static analysis
To be able to measure the angular displacement of the yaw, the sensor needed to be turned ±30° from its initial position which was always 0° independent of the orientation of the sensor, see figure 13 and 16. The transient in the beginning of the measurement can be observed during the turning of the sensor and it cannot be categorized as a pure static measurement since rotation was involved.

The accelerometer was implemented with the constraints of ±40 mg at zero-g level and therefore it did not result in any fluctuations during static measurements of 0° as can been observe for both yaw, roll and pitch in figures 8, 9 and 10. As soon as tilt or rotation was performed on the sensor, the constraints of zero-g level did not have any impact on the sensor and therefore fluctuations during measurements of static ±30° was introduced on the accelerometer which can be observed in figures 11-16. Even though calibration was made to reduce the offset of the gyroscope and accelerometer there are still small fluctuations around zero-g level and zero-rate level which will make the sensor more sensitive to angular displacement in a certain rotation. If for example the gyroscope outputs a zero-rate level of -100 it needs less rotation in the negative direction for the angular displacement to increase. The sensor fusion reduces the fluctuations provided by the accelerometer and the accuracy and stability by the IMU is within a range of ±1°.

Depending on the application that the IMU is used in, calibration of the accelerometer can be adapted. Further calibration could have been made to the accelerometer to make it suit tightening applications which can be explored in the Parameters and calibration of a low-g 3-axis accelerometer, Application note AN4508, by STMicroelectronics [20].

5.2 Dynamic analysis
During the dynamic experiments of roll, it was noticed that the sensor fusion was not going to work since the accelerometer introduces gimbal lock if the X-axis is aligned with the gravity vector when rotations around that axis was performed, see figure 18. Since the sensor fusion could not be used no further filter coefficients β was evaluated and no further configurations of the accelerometer was tested but 2g. The roll could instead be measured by the same principles as the yaw for determine angular displacement. It was also noticed that the tool itself impacts the accelerometer axis as external forces in form of vibration. Therefore the accelerometer did not provide data with high reliability, see figure 18. Instead, the true angle function should only involve the gyroscope since it is not sensitive to vibration and external forces in the same manner as the accelerometer, see figure 18 of roll measurement. If the gyroscope is the only sensor that is used, there is no need to apply quaternions over Euler angles to remove the phenomena of gimbal lock, because the accelerometer has to be excluded from the measurements of angular displacement.
Since the accelerometer readings has to be excluded from the function of true angle, there is no need to perform a sensor fusion. Neither complementary filter nor Kalman filter would be possible to use since the gyroscope is the only sensor that can be used because it is not sensitive to external forces and vibration.

5.3 Statistical analysis of the tightenings

A statistical analysis was performed to verify which configuration that provided data with highest probability for measurement within the range of 9° to 11° (±1°) of 30 measurements of respective configuration. The data was based only by the readings of the gyroscope.

The average of every sample in respective configuration was calculated:

$$\mu = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i$$

(26)

The standard deviation was calculated:

$$\sigma = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \mu)^2}$$

(27)

Thereafter, the probability of obtaining measurements between 9,00° and 11,00° according to the formula of normal distribution:

$$P(9 < X < 11) = F(11) - F(9)$$

(28)

$$= \Phi \left( \frac{11,00 - \mu}{\sigma} \right) - \Phi \left( \frac{9,00 - \mu}{\sigma} \right)$$

(29)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>$\mu$</th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>$P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yaw 125 dps</td>
<td>10,66667</td>
<td>0,632664</td>
<td>0,6976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaw 2000 dps</td>
<td>11,06793</td>
<td>0,766683</td>
<td>0,4606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll 125 dps</td>
<td>10,99867</td>
<td>1,181378</td>
<td>0,4545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll 2000 dps</td>
<td>13,612</td>
<td>1,36711</td>
<td>0,02832</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Compilation of the statistical analysis
The conclusion of the statistical analysis is that the configuration of the lowest sensitivity of 125 dps provides most accurate readings, see table 1. The probability that the angular displacement of yaw measures between 9.00° and 11.00° in future tightenings is 69.76% and 45.45% for roll measurements. A reason why the STB pistol tool provided a lower accuracy might have been that the tool made a faster motion and collided with the setup frame with harder impact than the STB angle tool. Although, without the frame it would be hard to verify the accuracy by determine the angular displacement in free space. In industrial applications, the tool will not be mounted in a fixed frame and therefore never collide with a frame to impact the IMU. The probability of 98.07% for yaw measurements with 125 dps configuration is achieved between 12° and 9°. The probability of 98.00% for roll measurements with 125 dps configuration is achieved between 13.5° and 7.7°.

During the tightenings when the tools experienced a torque of 7.0 Nm for STB or 6.0 Nm for STB pistol, it made an angular displacement in the positive direction of roll and yaw if the operator did not withstand the force of the torque. The measurements were therefore only based on the orientation in the positive direction. But it can be assumed that the readings in the negative direction of the roll or yaw would be equally accurate. If the IMU is mounted in another position of the tool it depends on the direction of the sensor axes to determine if it is roll, pitch or yaw to be measured when used in a tightening.

The achieved results is only based on the tightening program that were used for the experiments. Different tightening programs might impact the gyroscope in another way and has to be considered. If the probability that the readings will be ±1° in relation to a predetermined value during tightenings is higher, better quality control can be assured from industries that are users of Atlas Copco nutrunners in their production.

5.4 Economic and environmental aspects
Compared to other newly produced MEMS sensors on the market, the LSM6DSM manufactured by STMicroelectronics is one of the cheapest due to its price about 3$ and would therefore be favored by Atlas Copco for mass production of tools if desired accuracy can be achieved. Implementation of true angle in STB tools would ensure higher quality of tools by Atlas Copco which can provide a broader custom base in the future. Better quality can also be assured by the industries that uses the tools which can make them more competitive on the market.

The legal requirements that exist for the tools are that the batteries to be collected. Atlas Copco has environmental management systems according to ISO 14001 implemented in a large part of the organization. The implementation of true angle might not have an environmental impact globally but as industries will be able to ensure quality productions it can lead to a world with lesser manufacturing errors and quality issues.
6 Conclusion

Using the accelerometer to estimate the angular displacement is hard and might not work in the application of tightenings. The tool vibrates too much during a tightening making the accelerometer provide irrelevant data that makes the angular displacement not match with the reality. Therefore the use of sensor fusion in form of complementary filter or Kalman filter is not suitable for true angle functionality. The gyroscope by itself can be used to provide the angular displacement around every axis with high accuracy without take into account the gimbal lock phenomena.

The gyroscope provided data with an probability to measure ±1° in future tightenings by 69.76% for yaw measurements and 45.45% for roll measurements. Before implementation of true angle into the STB tools, it has to be evaluated more and reach a higher probability of measure ±1° in future tightenings.

The evaluation of MEMS based IMU has proven to work to determine the angular displacement in tightening applications. Although, it needs more experiments and analyzing to optimize the using of the IMU to work with high reliability in real world applications of tightenings. Implement further filtering by software or use the inbuilt hardware filters should be the next step for evaluation of the gyroscope in tightening applications.

6.1 Future work

If the IMU in the future would be mounted inside the tool, it has to be analyzed if there is going to be any heat that will have an impact on the angular rate sensitivity or zero-rate level on the gyroscope. The vibration caused by the tool itself with different tightening programs will also need to be analyzed carefully and may place the sensor on rubber cushion to remove as much vibration as possible.

To improve the accuracy and readings by the gyroscope for the specific true angle application, further investigation of the properties and parameters that can be configured in software for the gyroscope can be made. STMicroelectronics provide drivers that offer the user the ability to configure the IMU in a multitude of configurations.
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Appendix

A. Datasheet of the LSM6DSM sensor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Test conditions</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Typ. (^\text{(1)})</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LA_FS</td>
<td>Linear acceleration measurement range</td>
<td></td>
<td>±2</td>
<td>±4</td>
<td>±8</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G_FS</td>
<td>Angular rate measurement range</td>
<td></td>
<td>±16</td>
<td>±125</td>
<td>±500</td>
<td>dps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA_So</td>
<td>Linear acceleration sensitivity (^\text{(2)})</td>
<td>FS = ±2</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>mg/LSB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FS = ±4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FS = ±8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FS = ±10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G_So</td>
<td>Angular rate sensitivity (^\text{(2)})</td>
<td>FS = ±125</td>
<td>4.375</td>
<td>8.75</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>mdps/LSB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FS = ±245</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FS = ±500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FS = ±1000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FS = ±2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G_So%</td>
<td>Sensitivity tolerance (^\text{(3)})</td>
<td>at component level</td>
<td>±1</td>
<td>±1</td>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA_SoDr</td>
<td>Linear acceleration sensitivity change vs. temperature (^\text{(4)})</td>
<td>from −40° to +85°</td>
<td>±0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>%/°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G_SoDr</td>
<td>Angular rate sensitivity change vs. temperature (^\text{(4)})</td>
<td>from −40° to +85°</td>
<td>±0.007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>%/°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA_TyOff</td>
<td>Linear acceleration zero-g level offset accuracy (^\text{(5)})</td>
<td></td>
<td>±0.0</td>
<td>mg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G_TyOff</td>
<td>Angular zero-rate level (^\text{(5)})</td>
<td></td>
<td>±3</td>
<td>dps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA_OffDr</td>
<td>Linear acceleration zero-g level change vs. temperature (^\text{(4)})</td>
<td></td>
<td>±0.1</td>
<td>mg/°C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G_OffDr</td>
<td>Angular rate typical zero-rate level change vs. temperature (^\text{(4)})</td>
<td></td>
<td>±0.015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dps/°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Test conditions</td>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>Typ.$^{(1)}$</td>
<td>Max.</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rn</td>
<td>Rate noise density in high-performance mode$^{(6)}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>mdps/√Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RnRMS</td>
<td>Gyroscope RMS noise in normal/low-power mode$^{(7)}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mdps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An</td>
<td>Acceleration noise density in high-performance mode$^{(5)}$</td>
<td>FS = ±2 g</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>μg/√Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FS = ±4 g</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>μg/√Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FS = ±6 g</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>μg/√Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FS = ±10 g</td>
<td>130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>μg/√Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>Acceleration RMS noise in normal/low-power mode$^{(9)(12)}$</td>
<td>FS = ±2 g</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mg(RMS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FS = ±4 g</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mg(RMS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FS = ±6 g</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mg(RMS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FS = ±10 g</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mg(RMS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA_ODR</td>
<td>Linear acceleration output data rate</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.6$^{(11)}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>104</td>
<td></td>
<td>104</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>208</td>
<td></td>
<td>208</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>416</td>
<td></td>
<td>416</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>933</td>
<td></td>
<td>933</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3332</td>
<td></td>
<td>3332</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6664</td>
<td></td>
<td>6664</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G_ODR</td>
<td>Angular rate output data rate</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>104</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>208</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>416</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>933</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3332</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6664</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vst</td>
<td>Linear acceleration self-test output charge$^{(12)(13)(14)}$</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>mg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angular rate self-test output charge$^{(12)(13)}$</td>
<td>FS = 245 dps</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>dps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FS = 2000 dps</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>dps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top</td>
<td>Operating temperature range</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>+85</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### B. Tightenings

**Yaw 2000 dps**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr of tightenings</th>
<th>Expected angular displacement</th>
<th>Tightening angular displacement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.83°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.87°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.61°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>12.37°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.14°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.19°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.34°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.99°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.70°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.17°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.93°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.96°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.36°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>12.41°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.27°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.00°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.58°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.28°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.18°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.47°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>9.23°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.20°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.34°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.55°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.77°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>9.95°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>12.30°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.20°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.30°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.43°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Yaw 125 dps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr of tightenings</th>
<th>Expected angular displacement</th>
<th>Tightening angular displacement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>9.46°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.16°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.44°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.53°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.73°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.98°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.23°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>9.61°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>9.60°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.28°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.13°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.44°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>9.85°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.17°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.89°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.23°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.40°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.39°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.92°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.77°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.84°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.15°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.86°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.47°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.25°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.17°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.75°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.98°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.67°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.65°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Roll 125 dps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr of tightenings</th>
<th>Expected angular displacement</th>
<th>Tightening angular displacement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>9.24°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.45°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>8.93°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>8.52°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.16°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>12.04°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>9.91°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>12.93°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.98°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>12.45°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>9.28°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.07°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.50°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>12.08°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.78°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>12.14°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>9.50°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.21°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>12.79°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.45°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.54°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.85°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.53°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.92°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>12.33°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.82°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.36°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11.99°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10.28°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>9.31°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Roll 2000 dps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr of tightenings</th>
<th>Expected angular displacement</th>
<th>Tightening angular displacement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>12,15°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>12,91°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>13,21°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>15,61°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>12,36°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>12,19°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>13,34°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>14,11°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>12,84°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>14,45°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>12,54°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>14,73°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>15,27°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>14,77°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10,45°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>11,31°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>12,70°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>14,00°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>15,01°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>14,18°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>12,56°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>14,04°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>15,13°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>14,47°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>14,69°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>14,38°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10,99°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>13,87°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>15,02°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>15,08°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. Code used for experiments

```c
void Sensor_Handler( void *handleGyro, void *handleAcc)
{
    uint8_t who_am_i;
    float odr;
    float fullScale;
    uint8_t id;
    uint8_t idAcc;
    SensorAxes_t angular_velocity;
    SensorAxes_t acceleration;
    uint8_t status;
    uint8_t statusAcc;
    int32_t d1, d2;
    float gyrZ = 0;
    float gyrX = 0;
    float gyrY = 0;
    static int counter = 0;
    static int test = 0;
    static float angle = 0;
    static float yaw = 0;
    static float fusionRoll = 0;
    static float fusionPitch = 0;
    static float gyroAngle = 0;
    float rollAcc;
    static float pitchAcc = 0;
    static float rollAngle;
    static float pitchAngle;
    static float gyroAngleX = 0;
    static float gyroAngleY = 0;
    static float gyroAngleZ = 0;
    static int calibration_counter = 0;
    static int calibration_arrayZ[100];
    static int calibration_arrayX[100];
    static int calibration_arrayY[100];
    static int gyroZOffset = 0;
    static int gyroXOffset = 0;
    static int gyroYOffset = 0;
    static int test2 = 0;
    static int counter2 = 0;
```
/************************
******

/* ACCELEROMETER TEST */

BSP_ACCELELO_Ge t_Instance( handleAcc, &idAcc );

BSP_ACCELELO_IsInitialized( handleAcc, &statusAcc );

if ( statusAcc == 1 )
{
    if (BSP_ACCELELO_Get_Axes( handleAcc, &acceleration) == COMPONENT_ERROR )
    {
        acceleration.AXIS_X = 0;
        acceleration.AXIS_Y = 0;
        acceleration.AXIS_Z = 0;
    }

    if(acceleration.AXIS_Y < 40 && acceleration.AXIS_Y > -40)
    {
        acceleration.AXIS_Y = 0;
    }

    if(acceleration.AXIS_Z < 40 && acceleration.AXIS_Z > -40)
    {
        acceleration.AXIS_Z = 0;
    }

    if(acceleration.AXIS_X < 40 && acceleration.AXIS_X > -40)
    {
        acceleration.AXIS_X = 0;
    }
}

rollAcc = atan2(-(float)acceleration.AXIS_X, (float)acceleration.AXIS_Z)*180/M_PI;

pitchAcc = atan2((float)acceleration.AXIS_Y,sqrt((float)acceleration.AXIS_X*(float)acceleration.AXIS_X + (float)acceleration.AXIS_Z*(float)acceleration.AXIS_Z ))*180/M_PI;

/*****************************/
***********/
BSP_GYRO_Get_Instance( handleGyro, &id );

BSP_GYRO_IsInitialized( handleGyro, &status );

if ( status == 1 )
{
    if ( BSP_GYRO_Get_Axes( handleGyro, &angular_velocity ) == COMPONENT_ERROR )
    {
        angular_velocity.AXIS_X = 0;
        angular_velocity.AXIS_Y = 0;
        angular_velocity.AXIS_Z = 0;
    }
}

/******************************CALIBRATION**********************************/

if(calibration_counter < 100 && counter2 >= 10)
{
    calibration_arrayZ[calibration_counter] = angular_velocity.AXIS_Z;
    calibration_arrayX[calibration_counter] = angular_velocity.AXIS_X;
    calibration_arrayY[calibration_counter] = angular_velocity.AXIS_Y;
}

if(calibration_counter == 100)
{
    for(int i = 0; i < 100; i++)
    {
        gyroZOffset += calibration_arrayZ[i];
        gyroXOffset += calibration_arrayX[i];
        gyroYOffset += calibration_arrayY[i];
    }
    gyroZOffset /= 100;
    gyroXOffset /= 100;
    gyroYOffset /= 100;
}

/******************************CALIBRATION**********************************/

if(calibration_counter > 100)
{
counter2 = 100;
angular_velocity.AXIS_Z -= gyroZOffset;
angular_velocity.AXIS_X -= gyroXOffset;
angular_velocity.AXIS_Y -= gyroYOffset;

// Constraints for zero-rate level of 3 dps
if(((angular_velocity.AXIS_X >= 3000) || (angular_velocity.AXIS_X <= -3000)) && counter >= 10)
{
gyrX = (float)angular_velocity.AXIS_X / 1000;
}
else
    gyrX = 0;

if(((angular_velocity.AXIS_Y >= 3000) || (angular_velocity.AXIS_Y <= -3000)) && counter >= 10)
{
gyrY = (float)angular_velocity.AXIS_Y / 1000;
}
else
    gyrY = 0;

if(((angular_velocity.AXIS_Z >= 3000) || (angular_velocity.AXIS_Z <= -3000)) && counter >= 10)
{
gyrZ = (float)angular_velocity.AXIS_Z / 1000;
}
else
    gyrZ = 0;

counter++;
if(counter >= 10)
    counter = 10;

/*********************************************************/
// SENSOR FUSION ROLL

    gyroAngleY = gyroAngleY + (gyrY * dt);
    gyroAngleX = gyroAngleX + (gyrX * dt);

    yaw = yaw + gyrZ*dt;
    fusionRoll = (fusionRoll + (gyrY * dt)) * 0.95 + rollAcc * 0.05;
fusionPitch = (fusionPitch + (gyrX * dt)) * 0.95 + pitchAcc * 0.05;

/***************************************************************************/
//BSP_GYRO_Get_ODR( handleAcc, &odr );
//floatToInt( odr, &d1, &d2, 3 );

//BSP_GYRO_Get_FS( handleGyro, &fullScale );;
//floatToInt( fullScale, &d1, &d2, 3 );
// sprintf( dataOut, "FS[%d]: %d.%03d dps\n", (int)id, (int)d1, (int)d2 );

if(SendOverUSB) // Write data on the USB
{
    // fusionRoll, fusionPitch,Yaw
    sprintf( dataOut, "\n%d,%d,%d",
            (int)(fusionRoll*100), (int)(fusionPitch*100), (int)(yaw*100));

    // roll, pitch, yaw BARA GYRO
    sprintf( dataOut, "\n%d,%d,%d",
            (int)(gyroAngleY*100), (int)(gyroAngleX*100), (int)(yaw*100));

    // fusionRoll, accRoll, gyroRoll
    sprintf( dataOut, "%d", (int)(gyroAngleY*100) , (int)(rollAcc*100),(int)(fusionRoll*100) , (int)(gyrY*dt*100),
            (int)(angular_velocity.AXIS_Y));

    // fusionPitch, accPitch, gyroPitch
    sprintf( dataOut, "%d", (int)(fusionPitch*100),
            (int)(pitchAcc*100), (int)(gyroAngleX*100),
            (int)(angular_velocity.AXIS_X));

    // yaw
    sprintf( dataOut, "%d", (int)(yaw*100),
            (int)(gyrZ*dt), (int)(angular_velocity.AXIS_Z));

    //sprintf( dataOut, "ODR[%d]: %d.%03d Hz\n", (int)id, (int)d1, (int)d2 );

    //FILE *f = fopen("c:\\test.txt", "w");
    //printf("%f\n", gyroAngle);
    //fprintf(f, "%f\n", gyroAngle);
    CDC_Fill_Buffer(( uint8_t * )dataOut, strlen( dataOut ));

    //fclose(f);
    if ( verbose == 1 )
    {
        if ( who_am_i == COMPONENT_ERROR )
        {
            sprintf( dataOut, "WHO AM I address[%d]: ERROR\n", id );
        }
        else
        {
            //BSP_GYRO_Get_WhoAmI( handleGyro, &who_am_i ) == COMPONENT_ERROR )
            sprintf( dataOut, "WHO AM I address[%d]: ERROR\n", id );
        }
    }
}
sprintf( dataOut, "WHO AM I address[%d]:
0x%02X\n", id, who_am_i );
}

CDC_Fill_Buffer(( uint8_t * )dataOut, strlen( dataOut ));

if ( BSP_GYRO_Get_ODR( handleGyro, &odr ) == COMPONENT_ERROR )
{
    sprintf( dataOut, "ODR[%d]: ERROR\n", id );
} else
{
    floatToInt( odr, &d1, &d2, 3 );
    sprintf( dataOut, "ODR[%d]: %d.%03d Hz\n", (int)id,
(int)d1, (int)d2 );
}

CDC_Fill_Buffer(( uint8_t * )dataOut, strlen( dataOut ));

if ( BSP_GYRO_Get_FS( handleGyro, &fullScale ) == COMPONENT_ERROR )
{
    sprintf( dataOut, "FS[%d]: ERROR\n", id );
} else
{
    floatToInt( fullScale, &d1, &d2, 3 );
    sprintf( dataOut, "FS[%d]: %d.%03d dps\n", (int)id,
(int)d1, (int)d2 );
}

CDC_Fill_Buffer(( uint8_t * )dataOut, strlen( dataOut ));

} else if(SD_Log_Enabled) // Write data to the file on the SDCard
{
    uint8_t size;
    size = sprintf(dataOut, "%d\t%d\t%d\t",
(int)angular_velocity.AXIS_X, (int)angular_velocity.AXIS_Y, (int)angular_velocity.AXIS_Z);
    res = fwrite(&MyFile, dataOut, size, (void *)&byteswritten);
}

calibration_counter = 110;
}

counter2++; calibration_counter++;